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1. Overview 
1.1. Avaya provided updated messaging to attendees at its Executive Partner Forum in San 

Diego, CA.  

1.2. Avaya is increasing its messaging and commitment toward mid-market cloud.  

1.3. Avaya’s portfolio and vision remains relatively complex due to the broadness of its 

portfolio and the fact it targets SMB to very large businesses.  

2. Updated Messaging  
2.1. Avaya placed the most emphasis on three areas: Cloud delivered options for IP Office, 

Avaya Engagement Development Platform, and Avaya Fabric Networking.  

2.2. The cloud offer includes new OpEx licensing for partners (trialed last year) aimed at VARs 

and providers for single-tenant hosting of IP Office-based UC and Contact Center services. 

To assist its partners’ transition into cloud services, Avaya also now offers a streamlined 

billing service and dealer portal.  

2.3. Avaya offers two cloud paths: Powered by Avaya (partner hosted) and OnAvaya an Avaya 

managed, on-demand private cloud sold through the channel which utilizes cloud 

infrastructure powered by Google. Both are aimed at mid-market and up.  

2.4. Avaya offers a “full stack” solution that includes various permutations of Aura or IP Office 

based UC and Contact Center, Scopia video solutions, and Avaya networking packages 

pre-integrated and optimized.   

2.5. Avaya strengthened its OnAvaya solution. The IP Office Cloud service now includes UC, 

and the agent solutions are broader than Chromebooks.  

2.6. Avaya intends to consolidate its desktop clients. Expect the Communicator, One-X, and 

Scopia clients to combine in 2016.   

2.7. The Avaya Engagement Development Platform (EDP) is central to Avaya as a 

communications enabled platform strategy. EDP is associated with the Aura platform. The 

solution provides API access, SDK resources, and a library of pre-developed “snap-ins” to 

facilitate and simplify custom integrations and applications.  

2.8. Avaya intends to offer a “Snap-store” soon that creates a marketplace for snap-ins.  

2.9. Avaya is building recognition for its software defined networking. Although it claims faster 

adoption than alternatives, at about 500 deployments the numbers are still low.  

2.10. Avaya offers a cost-effective end-to-end software-defined networking solution. 

Competitive software defined solutions tend to focus on the data center.  
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3. Opinion 
3.1. Understated within these announcements is Avaya’s claim that it has mastered real-time 

communications on Google’s Cloud. There is limited success with hosting real-time 

applications on public cloud infrastructure. Avaya says numerous updates by Avaya and 

Google now make this possible, but did not elaborate with any details.  

3.2. Other than client consolidation, there was little mention of videoconferencing 

technologies.  

3.3. Avaya is the only major UC vendor without a directly hosted public cloud offer. 

3.4. Demand for UCaaS has been steadily increasing, though Avaya has had difficulty in 

responding to it. It recently shuttered its AvayaLive Connect (SMB service). Its various 

approaches have been designed to leverage current products and channels. Many UCaaS 

providers are utilizing a directly hosted, multi-tenant model that leverages their brands 

and economies of scale. 

3.5. Avaya’s cloud routes can be confusing. Mid-market partners can choose between building 

and offering their own services (Powered by Avaya), or reselling Avaya managed services 

(OnAvaya). Both are based on IP Office, sold through (the same) channels, and offer near 

identical solutions. Cloud services, based on Avaya Aura, for larger enterprises are 

available through Powered by Avaya and Avaya Private Cloud Services. 

3.6. EDP offers a unique solution with a premises-based ownership model (no usage costs) and 

an event-aware real-time services that include voice, messaging, content, and video.  

3.7. The challenge with EDP will be recruiting developers.  

3.8. EDP appears to be very strategic yet remains limited to Avaya Aura (enterprise market). 

Presumably the company will release a version of EDP for IP Office in the future.  

3.9. Avaya is broadening from a communications application-only orientation to include 

platform enablement. This will likely be a difficult path for many of its partners to follow. 

3.10. It appears that Avaya is embracing a more rapid development cycle. Consolidating clients 

is one example, but the roadmap is generally more aggressive than in the past.  

3.11. Avaya Fabric Networking is building traction with over 500 deployments. While the data 

center is complex and political, Avaya’s Fabric Connect solution is doing well in non-data 

center environments such as school districts, airports, convention centers, etc.  

3.12. Avaya Aura has an IMS core. This has not played out to be as strategic to customers as 

Avaya had hoped, however, may prove to be valuable for integration with the next 

generation (LTE) of enterprise mobility. 

3.13. Avaya previewed a workstream communications and collaboration (WCC) solution 

currently in development. Few details were provided. Several UC vendors are embracing 

persistent, group messaging-based collaborative solutions that combine real-time and 

asynchronous communications.  


